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Bill Dunigan is Hoffman Transport, Inc.’s November 2015 Driver of the 
Month.  Bill has been with Hoffman since February of this year and 
has done an excellent job servicing our customer base.  Bill is a local 
driver for us and is safe and dependable. Thanks for a job well done, 
Bill.   

Bill Dunigan 
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*It is the DRIVERS responsibility to 
get a copy of your new license to 
Safety before it expires. Failure to 
do this WILL result in discipline.  

Name Current Expirations Appt Date 
Bernhardt, David 11/17/2015 10/29/15 10am 

Dunigan, Bill 11/13/2015 10/29/15 3pm 
Grove, Clyde 11/21/2015 11/02/15 430pm 
Ledford, Doug 11/5/2015 10/30/15 1030am 
Ridley, David 11/13/2015 10/29/15 330pm 

NONE 

Coreas Jose  November 24 
Fitz William  November 14 
Grantham Cory  November 14 
Harry Clifford  November 12 
Lee Christopher  November 19 
Rhodes Lynn  November 05 
Skyers Earl  November 28 
Williams Jason  November 13 
Hoffman J. Christopher  November 03 
Swope Ryan  November 24 
Davis Rodger W  November 15 

Mongold Warren  November 29, 1996 
Pfeiffer Thomas  November 08, 1996 
Shorter Eric  November 09, 2011 
Osenbaugh, Jr.  Walter J  November 16, 2005 
Lloyd Karen  November 22, 2010 
Schilling Sara R.  November 06, 2013 
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Tips for a Driver 
 

Here are safety pointers perfect for new  drivers and old pros. 
  

Watch your blind spots 

Other motorists may not be aware of a truck's "no zones" Common "no zones" include: 
 Off to the side just in front of the cab 

 Just behind the side mirrors 
Directly behind the truck 
Other drivers most often are unaware of these spots. As frustrating as this can be, it's up to 
you to exercise caution before turning or changing lanes and to maintain a safe distance. 
 

Reduce speed in work zones 

Roughly one-third of all fatal work-zone accidents involve large trucks. Make sure to take your 
time going through interstate construction — your delivery can always wait. 
 

Maintain your truck 
Give your vehicle a thorough check each morning (fluid levels, horn, mirrors, etc.). The brakes 
are vital, given how much weight is riding on them. If you spot anything unusual, report it im-
mediately. 
 

Load cargo wisely 
The higher you stack cargo, the more drag on the truck. By stacking lower and spreading cargo 
through the full space of the truck, you can stay more nimble and improve your fuel economy. 
$$Remember that fuel bonus$$ 
 

Reduce speed on curves 
Following the speed limit is usually a good thing. When it comes to trucking however, there are 
times when even the posted sign is too fast.  Watch your speed on exit and entrance ramps, 
the speed limits are meant more for cars.   Going too fast can cause your tractor to tip. When 
going through any curve, it's best to set your speed lower than the posted limit. 

 

Adjust for bad weather 
Inclement weather causes roughly 25% of all speeding-related truck driving accidents. Cut your 
speed down by one-third on wet roads, and by one-half on snowy or icy ones. 

Also allow more time for maneuvers in poor weather. Let your blinker run for a good 5 blinks 
before your change lanes, and signal for turns before slowing down. 
 

Take care of yourself 
A big part of truck driver safety has to do with you. Getting enough sleep, eating right, exercis-
ing will help you feel more content and refreshed behind the wheel. 
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Doug Parker 
10/27/2015 
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Winter time is coming again…………..Are you ready??? 
When it comes to winter, BEING PREPARED is especially crucial. 

BE PREPARED BY Putting Together Extra Clothes and Survival Gear 

You should pack some extra clothes and survival gear to keep in your truck.  There may be times you’ll be stuck on the road somewhere 
because the road gets shut down or an accident stops traffic.  Some basic items to make sure you have: 

 Extra Warm Clothes 

 Extra shoes 

 Extra blanket(s) 

 Snacks 

 Bottled water 

 Lighter  

 Candles  

 Matches  

 Flashlight  

 Scissors  

 Tissues  

 Ice scraper  

 Extra pair of gloves  

 Cigarettes  

 Canned food & an opener  

 Coffee can to melt snow  

 First Aid Kit  

Think about what other items you absolutely couldn’t stand to be without for a long period of time.  

BE PREPARED BY Getting Good Weather Reports! Sources for them:  

 Weather Band Radio - either buy one or buy a CB with it built in.  Your truck’s AM/FM radio may have a weather band. 

 Truck Stop TV  - in the winter, many truckstops have a television in the restaurant and/or driver’s lounge with nationwide weather 
updates 24 hours a day. 

 Internet  - There are many, many sites devoted to weather. 

 Calling the weather line for a particular state  - These phone numbers can be found in your Motor Carrier’s Atlas as well as on the 
State Contact List in this book..  If you can’t find a phone number that will give you the information you’re looking for, you can also try the 
Highway Patrol for that state. 

 Calling home - Ask your family to watch the Weather Channel or at least tune in to the news.  You may want to mention to them that 
you’re more interested in the national fronts than anything else. 

 CB radio   Be careful about believing everything you hear on the CB because you’ll get a great deal of conflicting information.  Ask 
several drivers for weather reports for the same area. 

BE PREPARED BY Knowing How to Recognize A Potentially Dangerous Road Condition / Situation 

Sometimes it’s hard to tell if the road is freezing up.  It may be raining, snowing, sleeting, etc but the temperature is hovering around 32 and 
you’re just not sure if you’re dealing with wet road or an icy one.   

 Watch For Spray from other vehicles’ tires.  If SPRAY is coming up, chances are very good it is not freezing.  (But that doesn’t 
mean it can’t start.)  Look for spray coming up from your own tires, too.  It’s a reassuring thing to see!! 

 Watch Other Vehicles  Are they slip-sliding and fishtailing?  Are you starting to see cars in the ditch?  Are you seeing trucks 
rolled over in the ditch or on the on/off ramps?  These are strong indicators that the road is likely to be slicker than it appears. 

 Ice build-up on windshield, where wipers don’t cover indicates it is freezing. 

 Ice build up on CB antennas makes them bounce back and forth very fast. 

 Black Ice is scary stuff because it is so difficult to see.  Black Ice can accumulate anywhere but be especially careful after the sun 
goes down after a relatively warm day.  When the temperature drops below freezing after having a fair amount of melt-off during 
the day, new icy patches will form. 

At the beginning of the winter, even around 32 degrees, it is not as likely that roadways will start to freeze over as soon as there’s precipita-
tion.  This is because the ground is still warm from the summer.  As the winter progresses, the ground becomes colder and colder and will 
freeze up faster when precipitation falls 
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Frozen Brakes    

What Freezes?   The brake lining freezes to the brake drum 

Why?  If you set your brakes when they’re wet and it is cold (enough) outside, they may freeze.  

How do you “unfreeze” them?  If you do have frozen brakes, you will have to break them loose.  First try backing up - quite often 

they’ll break free on their own.  If that doesn’t work you will have to “beat” on them with a hammer.  Try to hit at the linings in a 

sideways motion.   

How do you prevent it from happening?  When pulling into the truck stop after you’ve been driving on snowy and/or slushy roads, 

drive around just a bit with your foot over the brake slightly.  This can help dry them out.  

In the winter especially, get into the habit that every time you leave a place, you look to see that 

all wheels are rolling.  You could have one locked up and if you don’t look, you may not know. 
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